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Executive Summary
The cost-effective provision of high-quality mobile network infrastructure in cities is a
cornerstone of economic development and international competitive differentiation.
This has been reinforced by the profound impact of COVID-19, which has accelerated
the digitalization of city services and transformed how citizens work and access
education and entertainment.
Mobile networks are characterized by a state of constant evolution, with emerging
technologies in different components of the infrastructure stack contributing to new
levels of performance. As the demand for network resources continues to grow thanks
to emerging use cases including augmented reality (AR), ultra-high-definition video
(UHD) and cloud gaming, there is a real need to enhance capacity in locations where
the existing infrastructure is being strained.
The deployment of additional mobile network equipment in the form of new sites is
one of the many solution pathways now being pursued by mobile operators to achieve
this. Small cells are miniature radio sites that exhibit similar functionality to traditional
radio towers or macrocells but which are significantly more compact and can be
deployed on street assets such as public light, traffic light and camera poles at a
favorable cost.
Massive densification of the existing site grid in cities and towns with small cell
deployments is already ongoing in some markets and this activity will ramp up in the
coming years. The creation of a robust and scalable capacity layer will necessitate the
deployment of small cells in coverage footprint zones measuring just one or two city
blocks large - a radical and unprecedented increase in network density compared to
the existing macro-based site grid.
In many jurisdictions, however, the small cell market is still in its infancy and there
exists an array of deployment barriers that adversely affect the business case for largescale investment.
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“By adopting a proactive approach, municipalities can play a pivotal
role in helping to reduce these barriers and to support small cell rollouts
in their administrative areas while also protecting the street aesthetic
and preventing excessive urban clutter.”
Recent legislative advances in Europe and the United States have set a precedent for a
more collaborative relationship between municipalities and the telecoms industry, in
which each stakeholder can work together to deliver the best outcome for citizens.
There is no one-size-fits-all deployment solution to the challenges faced by
stakeholders, but a solution that caters to as many of the priorities of each stakeholder
as possible is achievable.
The purpose of this document is to examine the commercial, legislative, and technical
trends underpinning small cell deployments across the globe, with a particular focus
on the municipality perspective. The learnings presented herein will provide guidance
to both operators and municipalities on how best to navigate the evolving telecoms
landscape to ensure favorable outcomes are delivered to both customers and citizens.
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Introduction
The demands placed on mobile network infrastructure continue to increase as users
exploit new resource-intensive services. This presents an array of challenges from an
economic and technical standpoint and necessitates the deployment of additional
mobile network infrastructure in greater geographical densities at the street level to
significantly augment capacity and improve signal quality.
There exists a wide variety of candidate street assets that can facilitate mobile network
infrastructure, which has been miniaturized into a “small cell” form factor, and these
include billboards, bus and tram shelters, building frontage, camera poles, digital signs
and streetlights. Many of these assets are owned and controlled by municipalities.
The crux of the challenge is to identify a balance that sees municipality assets aid the
deployment of mobile network infrastructure through an orderly planning process,
while also protecting the street aesthetic and minimizing urban clutter and disruption.
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Background
Municipality Motivations
Municipalities, by virtue of their role as the custodian of public services, exhibit an
inherent interest in the provision of high quality mobile network infrastructure.

“For citizens, this infrastructure is an enabler: it can enhance digital
inclusion and reduce the digital divide, support business activity and,
ultimately, improve quality of life.”
In addition to citizen benefit, municipalities are also seeking access to more versatile
connectivity platforms to support their own needs and functions, which include public
safety and monitoring of the environment and traffic congestion.
These core benefits for citizens and city authorities can be achieved through the
deployment of mobile network infrastructure on street assets. It is imperative, however,
that fundamental municipality priorities for an aesthetically-pleasing and high quality
environment, as well as an orderly planning process and revenue recovery, are not lost
in translation.
Indeed, the current approach in many cities to mobile network deployments on street
assets is one characterized by ad-hoc practices and “free-for-all” outcomes, leading to
several undesirable consequences for municipalities and their citizens:
•

Unsightly, uncontrolled additions to existing street assets that unduly harm city
aesthetics and cause significant visual pollution.

•

Unnecessary equipment duplication and urban clutter in the form of additional
ground-based cabinetry due to the collocation of separate street facilities
without regard for asset sharing.

•

Repeated civil works activity, which disrupts traffic flows in the city, due to the
lack of coordination between stakeholders during the installation of power and
transmission services.
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Municipality Principles of Deployment
Proactive engagement between municipalities and telecoms industry stakeholders to
facilitate a holistic planning approach is key to the realization of the aforementioned
citizen benefits. In developing and pursuing a suite of principles based on best
practice, municipalities can prevent undesirable outcomes and realize positive results.
These principles include:
•

Promotion and support of open multi-operator deployment solutions based on
active or passive sharing of radio equipment, preventing duplication, and
ensuring fair access to city assets.

•

Consideration of the streetscape and the existence of additional sensitivities and
aesthetic requirements in different areas within cities (e.g., heritage districts).
Municipalities should ensure that every effort is made to minimize the number
of additional street cabinets and poles required to facilitate deployments.

•

Coordination across stakeholders to ensure the future proofing of civil works,
mitigating urban disruption such as road openings and lowering costs for
stakeholders.
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Legislative Support for Mobile Network Infrastructure
Historically, mobile network infrastructure has been the subject of public controversy
in some countries, and delays in the granting of planning or zoning permissions are
often blamed for poor or intermittent network access. In response to this, policymakers
and regulators across the globe are moving to reduce the number of zoning-related
deployment barriers.
Within the European Union, the European Commission, as part of its wider objective of
improving the availability and quality of mobile network infrastructure, issued a
Directive aimed at fundamentally changing the telecoms landscape on the continent.
Regulation (EU) 2020/91 of 30 June 2020 pursuant to Article 57(2) Directive (EU)
2018/1972 was responsible for the establishment of the new "European Electronic
Communications Code" (EECC)1. This Directive was supposed to be transposed into
national law by all member states by the end of 2020.
While the EECC is targeted at the telecoms sector, the Commission specifically called
out a remedy to the concerns of mobile operators in regard to the delay in the zoning
process for "small-area wireless access points" (or small cells) in Article 57:
•

“…An operator may install small cells and any backhaul…. on any publicly owned
street asset, without individual permit, as long as they satisfy certain technical
criteria”.

•

“…The authority may impose terms and conditions, but no fees may be charged
beyond necessary administration charges”.

In addition to Article 57, the second legislative item that is relevant in the context of
Europe is the Broadband Cost Reduction Directive 2014/61/EU, which was designed to
facilitate and incentivize the deployment of high-speed telecoms networks through a

1

EUR-Lex (https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/dir/2018/1972/oj)
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reduction in costs.

2

The BCRD includes measures such as the sharing and re-use of existing physical
infrastructure and, notably, places an onus on utilities (which includes municipalities)
to make available their infrastructure such as street assets to aid the deployment of
telecoms networks:

“Communications operators have a right, on reasonable request and
subject to exceptions, to access the passive infrastructure of other
communications operators and utilities operators to install elements
of high-speed public communications networks (e.g. high-speed fiber
broadband equipment) within a specified timeframe. This includes
infrastructure such as pipes, masts, ducts, inspection chambers,
manholes, cabinets, towers and poles (passive infrastructure)”

Beyond the European Union, similar regulations have been (or are likely to be) adopted
in other regions; for example, the Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) Small
Cell Order in the United States3. Such initiatives are having a positive impact on the
business case for private telecoms investment globally and reducing both the cost and
time required to deploy equipment.

2
3

EUR-Lex (https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32014L0061)
FCC (https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/FCC-18-133A1.pdf)
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Mobile Network Deployment Solutions
A number of deployment solutions exist for modern mobile networks. The process of
selecting the correct solution requires careful planning on behalf of multiple
stakeholders, and it hinges on the identification of a balance between cost and
network performance. Many factors need to be considered and weighted in terms of
their relative importance.
For example, the geographical location of a proposed site is of paramount concern
because this factor influences the level of network density and concealment necessary.
Other factors such as the availability of access to power and backhaul are of similar
importance and, collectively, they dictate whether a macrocell or small cell-type
solution is most appropriate.
From the perspective of municipalities, there are several additional priorities beyond
technical ones that need to be considered and accounted for when engaging with
telecoms operators to identify a suitable deployment solution. These include:
•

Considering the visual impact exhibited by proposed deployment solutions. This
can be affected by factors such as the sensitivity of the location, height of the
structure, color and protrusion into the skyline.

•

Considering the nature and level of urban disruption caused by the civil works
needed to deploy telecoms infrastructure.

When these priorities, and those of other stakeholders, are communicated clearly from
the outset and accounted for in the design and planning phases, a compromise can be
reached that mitigates or resolves the concerns of each interested party.
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Deployment Solutions Overview
There are four leading solutions for mobile network deployment. Each of these
solutions can be further subdivided into a number of alternative configurations.
Characteristics such as coverage output, height and aesthetics vary significantly across
each.
Lattice and monopole structures are recognized as the traditional go-to for macrocell
deployment. While these structures provide excellent coverage at a low cost per
subscriber, they are not suited to deployment in the street scene by virtue of their
unfavorable aesthetics and large size.
In more recent times, mobile operators have also been deploying street works
solutions. These represent a halfway house between monopole structures and small
cells in terms of physical size, coverage output and cost of deployment. Small cells, as
the name suggests, are the most miniature deployment solution, both in terms of
physical size and coverage footprint.
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“It is small cell solutions that will enable mobile operators to achieve the very
high level of site grid density required for urban and suburban deployments
over the coming years. The low power nature of such deployments, as well as
the utilisation of mid and high-band spectrum, means that a large number
of sites can be located in a small geographical area without interference
problems.”
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Lattice Structures
Free-standing lattice structures are the most common
solution employed for the deployment of mobile
network infrastructure thanks to a potent
combination of low cost build and excellent flexibility
to accommodate multiple operators. These structures
can be pyramid-based or rectangular and are typically
located in rural and a smaller number of suburban and
exurban areas.
Given their tall height (>18m) and large footprint,
lattice structures enable a very wide coverage area but
are not suited to deployment in urban areas due to
excessive visual pollution and urban clutter. Therefore,
the council will continue to play a very limited role (if
any) in facilitating the deployment of lattice structures
for mobile networks.
Pros

Cons

Excellent flexibility to accommodate

Large footprint and very high

multiple mobile operators and future
upgrades.
Most cost-effective deployment solution.

Significant visual pollution, prohibiting
deployment in urban environments

Wide area coverage and rapid

Unsuitable for network densification and

deployment.

targeted capacity improvement
Very difficult to conceal
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Monopole Structures
Monopole structures are characterized by a single tall
pole, typically composed of steel and greater than 15m in
height, that supports externally-mounted antennae and
radio units. Internally, cables and feeders are concealed
within the pole, providing enhanced protection from the
elements, and generally delivering more favorable
aesthetics than a lattice structure.
While monopoles can cater to the equipment
requirements of multiple operators, there is less flexibility
relative to lattice structures and a higher cost of
deployment. The key advantage of a monopole, however,
is that it exhibits a small footprint, rendering it suitable for
deployment in a large number of locations beyond merely
rural areas.
Monopole deployments can, for example, be found on the periphery of suburban areas
and in commercial districts to provide wide area coverage. Concealment techniques
such as screening and artificial tree features may be employed to reduce visual
pollution but given their protrusion into the skyline and cabinet space requirements at
the base, monopoles are not suited to deployment in dense urban environments.
Pros

Cons

Good flexibility to accommodate multiple

Tall height and external antennae means

operators and future upgrades

monopole structures protrude into the
skyline and cause significant visual pollution

Cost-effective solution with long lifespan

While concealment solutions are available,
they tend to add considerably to
deployment costs

Wide area coverage

Unsuitable for network densification and
targeted capacity improvement in dense
urban environments

Small footprint
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Street Works Monopoles
Street works sites are characterized by a slim,
unibody monopole design that houses and
conceals all of the network equipment
internally, including antennae and radio units.
This design is compact and occupies a very
small footprint, meaning that it is suited to
deployment in suburban and urban areas, as
well as residential and commercial
environments.
The defining distinction between street works
solutions and similarly-designed small cell
deployments is that the former tend to be
higher (up to 15m) and typically exhibit a larger
base and monopole diameter. By virtue of their
larger size, street works solutions provide a wider coverage area than small cells, but
they are not as congruent with space limitations in very dense urban environments.
Space constraints within the unibody design mean that street works solutions are best
suited to unilateral deployment, potentially leading to the duplication of sites across
mobile operators. From a municipality perspective, the priority in the context of street
works solutions should be to seek to minimize the addition of further street assets such
as cabinets to the greatest possible extent.
Nevertheless, it must be noted that space is required to house equipment for services
such as power and transmission, and this is typically accommodated in ground-based
cabinets. An integrated podium at the base of the monopole may provide for this
equipment space and thereby reduce urban clutter, but an additional small external
cabinet is typically required.
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Pros

Cons

Attractive, concealed design that

Limited multiple-operator space means

mimics existing poles in the streetscape

duplication of sites is inevitable

Small footprint, enabling deployment in

The addition of ground-based cabinets

a large number of urban and suburban

adds to urban clutter

locations
Equipment is secure and can be easily

Unsuitable in very dense urban

maintained

environments where street space is
limited

Cost-effective and good coverage
output relative to small cells

Small Cells
Unlike traditional mobile network deployment solutions, small cells represent an
amalgamation of numerous discrete components that work together to perform
different functions within a physically compact form factor.
While the antennae are typically the most identifiable components of small cells
because they need to be located at a height and maintain line of sight or near line of
sight (LoS) with network users, they represent only a small part of a much wider system
of components.
Antennae transmit and receive signals, but these signals need to be processed and fed
back to a centralized core network. These critical functions are performed by other
components within a small cell solution including radio units and relayed to the
antennae with special radio frequency (RF) cabling. All of the components need access
to backhaul and power, which itself requires other components to facilitate this.
The large number of discrete components within a small cell solution therefore poses a
significant challenge from a design perspective. A small cell solution needs to provide
sufficient space for antennae at a height, as well as for the other supporting
components.
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These supporting components can either be accommodated at ground level within a
street cabinet(s) or integrated into the same structure as the one housing the
antennae. If the latter approach is pursued, the components can be attached
externally, or housed internally with a concentration of equipment at the bottom,
middle or top of the pole in a podium.
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Small Cell Deployment on Street Assets
Overview
As mentioned in the introduction, the utilization of street assets for small cell
deployment including billboards, bus and tram shelters, building frontage, camera
poles, digital signs and streetlights, is key to enabling progressive network
densification in cities and towns.
In order to be considered suitable for the attachment of small cell equipment, however,
street assets must first satisfy a number of criteria:
•

Provide line of sight or near line of sight to facilitate high-quality coverage to the
required area.

•

Support the provision of power and data connections for backhaul.

•

Ensure protection of the equipment and the public.

Beyond these considerations, it is also important to note that there may be different
and specific design constraints that apply to street assets in some areas within the city.
A historic or protected district, for example, may necessitate a heritage-themed design
for light poles, and this must be considered carefully during the design and
procurement process because it can introduce significant additional complexity in
terms of the size and space requirements.
Generally, there are two distinct implementation methods that can cater to the
deployment of mobile network infrastructure on city-owned assets: purpose-built
solutions such as smart poles and bins or adaptation and retrofitting of existing street
assets.
The Telecom Infra Project’s (TIP) Street Smart Requirements for Integrated Street
Assets is relevant here, and it can help to ensure the aforementioned criteria are met
by providing a shared, non-intrusive “chassis in the street” through which multiple
services can be offered by multiple tenants while blending into the city streetscape.
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In practice, the Integrated Street Asset is built upon the principle of a standardized,
modular approach that provides consistency in implementation for equipment
vendors, infrastructure providers, operators, and cities.
This approach creates a large horizontal market for communications and sensing
equipment manufacturers, a standardized approach for street asset manufacturers
that avoids custom integrations, and a technical underpinning for the procurement
and permitting processes of local governments.

Building & Facade Attachments
Both the facades and rooftops of the public
buildings owned by municipalities may be
leveraged for equipment location. The major
benefit is that rooftops provide ample space
for scalable deployment without unduly
polluting the skyline. Given the height and
other potential obstructions, however,
coverage of the street below may be
inadequate and careful planning is needed.
Facades, by contrast, may facilitate better
coverage of the intended street area but are
highly visible to the public below. In this
regard, the amount of equipment that can be
deployed is limited.
For these reasons, it is generally accepted
that building attachments and rooftop
deployments, in particular, are usually more
suited to traditional macrocell-type solutions
rather than miniature small cells.
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Pros

Cons

Ample space for the deployment of

Difficult to provide targeted coverage to

equipment

the intended street area on some
rooftops

Minimal visual pollution and simple

Better suited to macrocell-type solutions

concealment on rooftops

than small cells

Relatively inexpensive and rapid

Equipment deployment on facades may

deployment

produce significant visual pollution

No urban disruption and usually easy
access to power and fiber

Communications Cabinet
There is a large network of street cabinets deployed in most cities to facilitate the
provision of fixed broadband access over fiber-optic or hybrid fiber coaxial (HFC) cable.
These street assets are unique in that they
already provide both power and backhaul
connections, reducing the time, cost and
urban disruption needed to introduce
mobile network equipment. The cabinets
are also usually located in areas of demand
and high property density.
However, given the low height of such
cabinets, a new pole needs to be installed
nearby in order to support the location of
antennae and radio equipment to provide adequate network coverage. This adds to
urban clutter and may increase visual pollution in the street scene.
Pros

Cons

Ease of access to power and backhaul

New pole is required, increasing visual
pollution and urban clutter

Located in areas of high traffic demand

Additional cabinets may be needed to
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house radio equipment
Minimal urban disruption and civil works

Communications cabinets are not
council-owned assets

Digital Sign
Digital signs such as those developed by
JCDecaux are usually located in areas of high
footfall where additional mobile network
infrastructure is needed to alleviate capacity
bottlenecks.
These street assets do not, however, readily
support equipment such as external antennae
and radio equipment are usually more suited to low power
communications sensors for environmental and traffic
monitoring.
Pros

Cons

Located in areas of high

Additional cabinet(s) may be

footfall

required to house radio
equipment, adding to urban
clutter

Ease of access to power

Additional pole extension
may need to be integrated
atop sign to facilitate
antennae, adding to visual
pollution

Minimal visual pollution

Fiber for backhaul may not
be readily available
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Pedestrian Shelter
Shelters at bus and Luas stops provide both a high
density of network users and a convenient location
to install telecoms equipment. The equipment is
usually installed and integrated in the shelter
structure, while antennae are mounted on the roof
of the shelter to maximize coverage to the
intended area and to comply with RF emission
regulations.
The principal challenge with these street assets is,
however, the lack of access to power and backhaul
connections. There may be significant cost, time
and urban disruption needed to provide these
connections.

Pros

Cons

Minimal visual pollution and urban clutter

Access to power and fibre may not be
readily available, adding to cost and urban
disruption

Located in areas of high footfall

Space within the shelter may be limited for
the location of radio equipment

Good ease of access to equipment

Antenna may need to be raised with an
external pole to provide sufficient coverage
and meet regulations

Smart Pole
A smart pole is a purpose-built asset that is specifically designed to house telecoms
and sensor equipment according to the size requirements of the equipment. The
equipment is typically contained within the structure so that it is not visible,
minimizing visual pollution and providing internal support for power and signal
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processing functions.
Smart poles may be entirely standalone in nature and
function or incorporate traditional features such as
public lighting and traffic signaling. They can be
characterized by two distinct design approaches:
modular sectional, where discrete sections house
individual functions (sensors, camera, etc.), or modular
with a podium where functions are distributed through
the pole but with a concentration of equipment at the
bottom, middle or top of the pole in an enclosure.
The cost to swap out the pole is often borne by the
mobile operator in question, and the municipality
usually retains passive ownership of the asset. A discrete
power connection is provided to the lighting and
telecoms functions within the pole.
From a design and visual impact perspective, feedback suggests that, in areas where
conventional street poles are in place, a contemporary smart pole design may be more
favorable than a heritage replica. Further to this, replacing original heritage poles with
a similar (but not identical) replica heritage pole is also viewed as unfavorable by some
municipalities.
Pros

Cons

Minimal visual pollution in a concealed,

Expensive upfront cost may limit

attractive design

commercial viability on a massive scale

Multi-functional and may support a

Ease of access to power and fiber

multitude of public services

determines best location

Custom-designed to suit the precise size
requirements of equipment, ensuring good
scalability and ease of installation
No need for the installation of external
cabinets in an integrated solution
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Many different designs are possible for
different areas and needs
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Street Pole
Municipalities own and control a large number of conventional street poles for
functions such as public lighting. In order to facilitate the deployment of mobile
network equipment, existing street poles can be adapted, or new street poles of
conventional design can be installed.
The retrofitting of an existing street pole is the
most cost-effective option, but it necessitates
that all of the equipment is mounted
externally, which may increase visual
pollution and be limited by regulations on
maximum equipment size.
Where this approach is pursued and
equipment like antennae are located on an
existing pole, it may require the deployment
of new street cabinets to house componentry
for power and the radio units. As a result, this deployment method can lead to
significant urban disruption because civil works are required to route RF cabling from
the radios to the antennae.
Conversely, the deployment of new street poles that incorporate design features such
as attachment points for routing cables with internal chambers for separation of
services, is a more expensive solution but also better minimizes visual pollution.
Dense Air’s network of small cells in the Dublin Docklands, for example, is based on the
utilization of city council-owned street poles and an active neutral host sharing model.
The council plays a limited role beyond facilitating permit-free access to a powered
pole, and the systems integrator is tasked with ensuring users can benefit through
core network integration with mobile operators.
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Pros

Cons

Retrofitting of existing poles is cost-effective

The addition of externally-mounted

and reduces civil works required

equipment adds to visual pollution and may
adversely affect the structural integrity of
the pole

Externally-mounted equipment can be

There may be a need to house some

accessed easily for future upgrades

equipment in street cabinets

Space limitations are less prevalent with

Access to fiber for backhaul may be limited

external mounting
Ease of access to an existing power supply

Deployment of new poles is expensive for
the operator

Smart Waste Bin (Telebelly)
The Telebelly solution by Bigbelly enables the
collocation of mobile network equipment and
other sensors within a smart bin form factor.
Notably, the bins are located where large
numbers of people congregate in the city and, by
consequence, where additional network capacity
is needed most.
For the purpose of catering to mobile equipment,
antennae are mounted on the top of a pole
integrated into the bin, and a ground-level
expansion kit enclosure houses components for
functions such as power and transmission.
The Telebelly solution can revolve around an
agreement with the municipality that
encompasses cleaning of the cabinet(s) and pole
and graffiti removal. In addition, the municipality
may leverage the asset for public information (for example, health-related messaging
to encourage social distancing, etc.) and advertising based on a negotiated annual fee.
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In the future, Telebelly installations may offer an opportunity for municipalities to
deploy and integrate additional smart city functions like environmental sensing as
required.

Pros

Cons

Ample space for the location of radio

Access to power and backhaul connections

equipment in the expansion kit enclosure

may be limited, necessitating urban
disruption, and adding to costs

Located in areas of high footfall

Antennae need to be mounted on an
additional pole, adding to visual pollution

Discreet design and good ease of

Not suitable for municipalities where smart

installation

waste bins (e.g., Bigbelly) are not provided
by policy

Signage may be added to provide public
information or facilitate advertising
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Deployment Barriers
There are numerous barriers associated with deploying mobile network equipment on
street assets. These concern technical, regulatory, and economic issues and often lead
to excessively prolonged rollout timeframes, high deployment costs and unsatisfactory
outcomes for at least one of municipalities, mobile operators and citizens.

“While the precise nature of these deployment barriers varies across different
jurisdictions, there are fundamental commonalities in most markets. If left
unresolved, the commercial viability of large-scale small cell rollouts in cities
will likely be jeopardised. This should give impetus, therefore, to efforts that
seek to remove such barriers and overcome many of the related challenges.”

The pragmatic approach is to start with engagement and collaboration. Municipalities
and mobile operators, as well as other stakeholders, need to first identify the
challenges that exist and then work proactively to develop and pursue solution
pathways based on protecting their core priorities.

Transport & Backhaul
Mobile backhaul refers to the transport network that links the core network and the
radio access network (RAN) of mobile networks. Put simply, backhaul is the connection
between a baseband unit (BBU) and the core network, while fronthaul connects a
baseband unit to a radio unit (RU).
Access to a suitable mode of backhaul for transport is a key consideration for all radio
sites. The level of complexity involved in accessing backhaul is further increased,
however, in the case of small cells given the dense geographical area that they occupy.
There is no one-size-fits all solution that conforms to the requirements of every site but
rather, several factors influence the selection of the optimal mode of backhaul:
•

Site location - the topography of an area may prohibit the deployment of fiber
(due to high cost) and/or render a microwave solution unworkable (due to issues
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with LoS).
•

Existing infrastructure - if fiber is readily available at the site location, it is
typically the preferred mode of backhaul thanks to its favorable performance
characteristics. If fiber is unavailable at the site location but exists nearby, it may
be possible to use a microwave link to wirelessly extend access to the fiber.

•

Cost - microwave backhaul is typically the most cost-effective mode of backhaul
for mobile operators and requires minimal civil work activity. If fiber is readily
available at the site location, however, it may also be extremely cost-effective
and necessitate very little maintenance over its lifespan.

•

Performance - the capacity provided by fiber backhaul is extremely high and
today’s implementations can support throughput of multiple gigabits per
second. Microwave solutions may also support gigabit-class throughput with
aggregate link techniques, but this is dependent on a number of factors such as
link distance and frequency band employed. Mobile operators have different
capacity requirements at different small cell locations based on footfall and
network traffic patterns.
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Wireless (Microwave) Backhaul
Wireless or microwave backhaul is the most prolific mode of backhaul globally, thanks
in part to a combination of its favorable performance characteristics and relative ease
of deployment (i.e. no need for civil works activity or ducting). It is a cost-effective
solution that can be deployed rapidly and in environments that exhibit challenging
topographical features.
The majority of mobile operators use microwave solutions in the 7GHz-40GHz bands,
and increasingly in other higher frequency bands such as the V-Band (60GHz) and EBand (70/80GHz). Given the inherent density of urban environments and continued
data traffic growth, backhaul links in the V-Band and E-Band are viewed as prime
candidates for small cell deployments.
In order to enhance microwave throughput to multiple gigabits per second, mobile
operators can aggregate several low and high-frequency bands. Further, microwave
provides mobile operators with the flexibility to deploy links in a chain, mesh, or ring
topology and, therefore, enables greater resilience and network reach.
Historically, the primary downfall associated with microwave solutions has been the
need to acquire a license for rights of use. This can add considerable cost and time to
deployments and, by consequence, adversely affect the business case for investment.
Fortunately, however, a new microwave ecosystem based on unlicensed spectrum is
now starting to emerge, and examples include Facebook Connectivity’s Terragraph
technology in the 60GHz band. These solutions do not require a license for rights of use
and, instead, leverage 802.11ay Wi-Fi to provide gigabit-class throughput across link
distances beyond 100 meters.

Fiber
Fiber is the gold standard mode of backhaul for modern mobile networks, providing
highly scalable network capacity while maintaining low maintenance requirements
over the long-term. Indeed, the conundrum faced by operators in the context of fiber is
not a question of whether it should be used but, rather, how much of it can be used.
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In recent years, many municipalities have facilitated the delivery of telecoms services
by external partners through the provision of underground ducting infrastructure.
Unfortunately, however, this is not the case in most cities and there is often limited
insight as to the extent of this valuable infrastructure, both internally within
municipalities themselves and externally in the wider telecoms industry.
In Dublin, for example, the council is navigating this challenge with the aid of a shared
ducting model that it developed with partner Novegen and intends to apply to the
wider city ducting network4. This shared ducting model has reduced the cost
associated with telecoms deployments in Dublin and enhanced quality of service (QoS)
while, at the same time, paves the way for a long-term cost recovery model and
sustainable revenue stream for the council.
Nonetheless, beyond the above, other significant challenges remain in the context of
connecting a small cell to fiber for backhaul through a city’s duct and sub-duct
infrastructure. Access to fiber is limited within most cities, for instance, and this
prohibits the deployment of small cells in many areas due to the high marginal cost of
extending fiber from a faraway feeder source. In addition, difficulties such as the
potential for blocked ducting can also arise, and this needs to be considered because it
can exacerbate the urban disruption caused by civil works.

4

Dublin Docklands Open Access Network (http://www.dublindocklands.ie/telecommunications-0)
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If suitable ducting and fiber are
readily available at or near the
structure onto which a small cell is
to be deployed, it then needs to be
determined if the fiber can be split
at the pole. If splitting is required,
this process may necessitate the
installation of an additional street
cabinet or, alternatively, it may
need to be accounted for in the
design of a smart pole with a larger
ground-based podium.
All of this culminates into what is a time-consuming and capital intensive process that
requires careful coordination throughout the planning and build stages with a number
of stakeholders. The latter includes wholesale providers of backhaul services, mobile
operators, build contractors and internal departments within municipalities.

Power Access
The process of connecting a small cell to the electrical grid is one characterized by
many challenges, and the type of approach pursued can have a significant influence
on the ultimate cost and speed of deployment. In many jurisdictions, municipalities are
legally restricted and not considered responsible for charging for the power consumed
by small cells because they are neither the telecoms operator nor electricity supplier.
In the case of Dublin, electrical consumption is typically based on a fixed dusk to dawn
tariff for public lighting billing purposes since only a single power connection to the
light has been permitted historically.
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For low-power devices like small cells, the
most favorable solution is to connect to an
existing unmetered electrical supply,
thereby negating the cost and disruption
caused by digging a new supply to another
item of street furniture and creating a new
mini or micro-pillar to house the meter. The
electrical load must be below the 2kW
demand limit specified by Ireland’s stateowned utility company, ESB Networks.
Based on these constraints, there are two
leading configurations for the provision of
electrical supply to small cells in Dublin.
These include a new interface micro-pillar
from ESB Networks’ underground network
and a council-owned network feed from an
existing interface box connected to ESB Networks’ underground network.
When small cells are deployed in Dublin, the city council is able to connect the related
equipment to an existing electrical supply, but it is currently prohibited from doing this
if it owns the street asset that is supporting the small cell.
Once deployed, the additional cost burden placed on the council by increased power
consumption bills arising from the operation of small cells can be recovered through a
singular facility or rate card fee paid by the mobile operator or infrastructure company.
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Mobile Network Technology Evolution

Network Architecture Evolution
Performance breakthroughs in modern mobile networks are being driven by
continued advances in the architectures that underpin core, radio and transport
functions. With 5G still in its infancy today, operators require a network architecture
that can leverage existing 4G-based investments like Voice over LTE (VoLTE) while also
supporting the enhanced spectral efficiency and wider channel bandwidth in mid and
high-frequency bands of 5G.
Based on these priorities, the majority of mobile operators that have commercialized
5G to date are exploiting a non-standalone architecture (NSA). This can be considered a
steppingstone between the 4G networks of today and the ultra-low latency, cloudnative 5G networks of tomorrow.
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The NSA architecture combines the New Radio (NR) air interface, which introduces
several key advancements in the realm of spectral efficiency, with the existing 4G radio
and Evolved Packet Core (EPC) infrastructure. It is based on the Option 3 architecture
outlined in the 3GPP’s Release 15 study, which is also known as E-UTRA-NR Dual
Connectivity (EN-DC) and, importantly, nullifies the need for operators to deploy an
entirely new end-to-end 5G network.
Given the favorable economics
presented by the NSA option and
continued criticality of 4G features
such as VoLTE in modern mobile
networks, it is expected that operators
will continue to deploy and depend on
this architecture in the short to
medium term.
However, it should also be noted that
the transition to 5G (and a non-standalone network architecture in particular) is
destined to add to the radio equipment burden on small cell sites.
Over the longer term, and with greenfield network rollouts, a standalone (SA) network
architecture will be adopted.
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4G LTE + 5G Non Standalone (NSA)

4G LTE + 5G Standalone (SA)

Credit: GSMA

The standalone architecture, which has also been standardized by the 3GPP,
represents a step-change in the infrastructure stack and is based on a new, fully
virtualized 5G network composed of cloud-native core, edge, radio, and transport
network layers. It is envisaged that this architecture will deliver fully on breakthrough
features such as network slicing and ultra-low latency.
In the context of small cells, the transition from a nonstandalone architecture to a standalone one will result
in the reduction of radio equipment size requirements
as the need to cater to a 4G anchor is removed.
This, in addition to the virtualization of network
elements such as the baseband processor, will enable
the deployment of more compact and discrete small
cells with enhanced flexibility in terms of space
requirements.
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Infrastructure and Network Sharing Evolution

Consolidation has been a defining feature of the telecoms industry in recent years. The
challenging operating environment, a consequence of stagnant or declining service
revenues and increasing capital investment demands, is pushing operators to seek out
new cost reduction pathways.
Sharing of the infrastructure that makes up mobile networks has, therefore, increased
in prevalence in many parts of the world. With small cells, the strategic rationale for
engaging in some form of sharing is likely to be even further augmented, and this can
unlock several cost benefits and, in the interest of municipalities, mitigate visual
pollution in the street scene through a reduction in equipment duplication.
A number of different architectures and models can be employed to achieve sharing
within modern mobile networks. It is important to note, however, that as the extent of
sharing increases, there is a trade-off to be made between the ability of individual
operators to control the quality of service offered to their customers and the cost
advantage and complexity burden shouldered by each operator.
Passive sharing is the most basic form of network sharing, and it is now commonplace
in many mobile markets as operators spin off their tower portfolios to third party
infrastructure providers like Cellnex Telecom, American Tower, and Vantage Towers in
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an effort to raise capital.
This passive sharing arrangement ranges from co-location of sites and compounds to
sharing of the same physical tower structure, antenna frame, rooftop and/or backhaul.
It is attractive to operators because it reduces the amount of total discrete site
locations that need to be deployed and, by consequence, lowers costs while also
maintaining full control over the service provided.
Active sharing, meanwhile, is a more complex and comprehensive form of network
sharing that sees the active elements (such as antennae and the eNobeB for 4G and
gNodeB for 5G) within a radio access network shared across at least two operators.
Depending on the type of active sharing, the radio access network of each operator is
effectively incorporated into a single network, which is then split into separate
networks at the core interconnection point.
On a granular level, active sharing can be subdivided into MORAN (Multi-Operator
Radio Access Network) and MOCN (Multi-Operator Core Network) configurations. The
former is based on sharing of the radio access network but utilization of dedicated
spectrum by each operator, while the latter extends to sharing spectrum and core
network functionalities.
The cost-saving potential exhibited by active sharing is typically greater than passive
sharing, but it is not yet widely practiced in most markets because it entails a high level
of complexity and erodes opportunities for strategic differentiation in the form of
network quality.
Nonetheless, as densification of the site grid continues and small cell rollouts scale up,
it is likely that active sharing will become more sought after. New business models
such as the neutral host proposition developed by companies such as Dense Air
outsource much of the network complexity to third parties and enable small cell
deployments to cater to multiple mobile operators with dedicated, shared spectrum.
From a municipality perspective, the potential merits of active network sharing are
significant. It can radically reduce the aggregate amount of discrete small cell locations
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that are required and ensures multiple operators can gain fair, equal access to street
assets for equipment deployment. This delivers on the key priorities of minimizing
visual pollution, urban clutter and disruption, and maintaining a healthy, competitive
telecoms landscape in cities.
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Conclusion
The massive cell site densification required in modern mobile networks is giving
impetus to the development of a new, more collaborative, and proactive relationship
between municipalities and telecoms operators. Street assets that support small cell
equipment harbor significant potential to contribute to enhanced economic growth
and a reduced digital divide in cities, and for this reason, it is important that telecoms
deployments are supported by all parties.
Municipality priorities, including the minimization of visual pollution and urban clutter,
as well as multi-operator support, need to be considered and catered to in small cell
deployments from the outset. New solutions such as dedicated smart poles and bins
represent a compromise between municipality and operator stakeholder inputs and
ensure telecoms rollouts are not unduly delayed or rendered prohibitively expensive in
cities.
As the technology underpinning mobile networks evolves, so too will small cells. The
transition from the non-standalone (NSA) network architecture for 5G to a standalone
(SA) architecture, for example, will reduce the equipment burden on sites, and further
conceal small cell deployments in the city environment.
In this way, telecoms infrastructure will become an invisible but critical part of the
urban streetscape, enabling the provision of next-generation services to citizens, and
supporting digital inclusion and business innovation.
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Glossary Example
3R’s

Reshaping, Reamplification,
Retiming

API

Application Programming
Interface

DCI

Data Center Interconnection

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

DCN

Data Communication

Mobile Network Operator

NOS

Network Operating System

OCP

Open Compute Project

OLS

Open Line System

ONIE

Open Network Install
Environment

Network
DWDM

MNO

Dense Wavelength Division

OTN

Optical Transport Network

ROADM

Reconfigurable Optical AddDrop Multiplexer

Multiplexing
EOE

Electrical-Optical-Electrical

FEC

Forward Error Correction

GE

Gigabit Ethernet

HAL

Hardware Abstraction Layer

HW

Hardware

L0/L1

Layer 0 and Layer 1

LAN

Local Area Network

MAN

Metropolitan Area Networks

NMS

Network Management

SAN

Storage Area Network

SDH

Synchronous Digital
Hierarchy

SDN

Software Defined Network

SW

Software

TAI

Transponder Abstraction
Interface

TRS

Technical Requirement
Specification

WDM

Wavelength Division
Multiplexing

System
ZTP

Zero Touch provisionin
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